ABSTRACT: Integration of catalytic nanostructured platinum and palladium within 3D microscale structures or fluidic environments is important for systems ranging from micropumps to microfluidic chemical reactors and energy converters. We report a straightforward procedure to fabricate microscale patterns of nanocrystalline platinum and palladium using multiphoton lithography. These materials display excellent catalytic, electrical, and electrochemical properties, and we demonstrate high-resolution integration of catalysts within 3D defined microenvironments to generate directed autonomous particle and fluid transport. P latinum and palladium catalysts are crucial for a broad range of existing and emerging chemical, biological, and technological applications. Consequently, substantial recent work has been aimed at understanding and improving their function and efficiency and reducing their consumption/ utilization via nanostructuring.
ABSTRACT: Integration of catalytic nanostructured platinum and palladium within 3D microscale structures or fluidic environments is important for systems ranging from micropumps to microfluidic chemical reactors and energy converters. We report a straightforward procedure to fabricate microscale patterns of nanocrystalline platinum and palladium using multiphoton lithography. These materials display excellent catalytic, electrical, and electrochemical properties, and we demonstrate high-resolution integration of catalysts within 3D defined microenvironments to generate directed autonomous particle and fluid transport. P latinum and palladium catalysts are crucial for a broad range of existing and emerging chemical, biological, and technological applications. Consequently, substantial recent work has been aimed at understanding and improving their function and efficiency and reducing their consumption/ utilization via nanostructuring. 1 Despite progress toward directed synthesis of a wide variety of platinum and palladium nanostructures and alloys, there are few reported strategies for integration of these catalysts within nano or microscale platforms. Specifically, abilities to dictate catalysis within microfluidic systems are crucial for the success of lab on chip devices which rely on well-defined catalyst/substrate interactions for improved efficiency, portability, and cost. 2 Increasingly microfluidic designs incorporate 3D channel geometries, 3, 4 and therefore development of a strategy for precise positioning of catalysts within 3D microfluidics should prove enabling for a wide range of technologies, including autonomously powered microfluidics, diagnostics, microreactors, and sensors as well as energy generation, conversion, and storage applications. 5−7 Platinum, palladium, and rhodium have been incorporated into microfluidic hydrogenation reactors using procedures such as sputtering, 8, 9 and recently Xu et al. used direct laser writing to pattern catalytic and surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS)-active silver microflowers within a microfluidic channel. 10 Despite these examples, the scope of catalyst printing for microreactors remains limited, and successful integration of catalysts, such as Pt and Pd, within 3D microfluidics has not been demonstrated.
Here we describe a straightforward procedure to integrate arbitrary micropatterns of nanostructured Pt and Pd within 3D fluidic architectures using multiphoton lithography (MPL), an intrinsically 3D direct-write technique. 11, 12 These MPLdeposited Pt and Pd materials are composed of polycrystalline metallic nanoparticles that show excellent electronic, electrochemical, and catalytic properties. We show that site-specific H 2 O 2 decomposition catalyzed by MPL-directed Pt can be used to drive directed fluid flow in three dimensions upon integration within appropriately designed 3D structural components, which we envision can be applied broadly for site-specific catalysis in microfluidic environments, for instance, toward the design and testing of catalytic micropumps and motors.
13−17
The use of MPL to form conductive metallic structures has been explored, 18 and exposed to UV light, inducing photochemical reduction of the iron to form a strong reducing agent which can then reduce, for instance, Pt(II) to Pt(0) in the following reactions: Bubbles were observed emanating from the opaque structure at the point of laser focus/fabrication, indicating solution boiling with likely contribution of CO 2 evolution from ferric oxalate reduction (movie 1, SI). Structures could be rinsed rigorously without any detectible delamination or degradation. Figure 1b,d shows energy-dispersive X-ray spectrographs (EDS) and backscatter scanning electron micrographs (SEM), respectively, demonstrating the fabrication of well-defined patterns of highly pure (i.e., no iron oxide contaminant detected with EDS) Pt and Pd.
The , which is required for its subsequent photolysis, is achieved in the range of ∼200−500 nm.
30,31 Thus, as expected, no initial deposition was observed when 5 mW continuous wave (CW) 750 nm light was employed indicating a multi-photon absorption process is required for initiation. High-resolution SEMs (Figure 2a,b) show that the metallic patterns are comprised of small metallic granules, indicating that the rate of photoreduction within the focal volume is limited by the diffusion of metallic precursors.
32−34 SEM cross-sectional analysis of an representative Pd structure revealed that the granular surface, in large part, is continuous throughout the structure interior down to the glass/metal interface, at which point the structure appears solidified, indicating thermal melting/annealing at the interface (Figure 2b )a consequence of heating via light absorption by the metallic pads. We estimated the steady-state temperature rise (ΔT) at the laser focal point of the glass/metal interface using the solution for the low-frequency limit (essentially CW) of the laser modulation:
where A 0 is the average power (∼5 mW) multiplied by the percentage of light absorbed by the metal at 750 nm (∼30% for Pt and Pd), w 0 is the 1/e 2 radius of the focused laser spot (∼350 nm), and Λ is the thermal conductivity of the glass (1.3 W m −1 K −1 ) giving a maximum steady-state temperature rise of ∼930K under these conditions, which is substantially higher than the annealing point of the borosilicate cover glass (557°C ). 36 Interestingly, we observed that further deposition of chemically and structurally identical Pt or Pd could be extended from an existing metallic structure using 750 nm CW laser light and the same precursor solutions whereas structures could not be deposited in this manner in the absence of the iron sensitizer. These observations indicate that the heat generated at the point of focus at the glass/metal interface leads to localized thermal decomposition/reduction of the ferric oxalate into an iron(II) reducing agent. The mechanism of metal oxalate thermal decomposition and resulting intermediates is highly dependent on experimental and environmental conditions, 37 but extensive heating can result in the reduction of iron(III) to iron(II) with FeC 2 O 4 as a possible intermediate. 38 FeC 2 O 4 has also been shown to reduce platinum and palladium precursors salts. 27 Moreover, this mechanism provides an avenue to explore direct writing of metals using widely available and less costly CW light sources. Using our direct write setup, we observed a reproducible minimum line width of ca. 2 μm, with gap width resolutions of ca. 200 nm (Figure 2a) . 39 We characterized the electrical properties of MPL-Pt and -Pd lines written on glass substrates using an in situ nanoprobe technique ( Figure S2 , SI) and measured resistivity values of 4.2 ± 0.5 and 2.3 ± 0.3 (μΩ m) for Pt and Pd, respectively, which is approximately 1 order of magnitude higher than those for bulk metals. Further characterization of the crystallinity and electrochemical properties of MPL-Pt was carried out using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). TEM analysis of the MPL-deposited Pt scraped from glass substrates showed clusters with crystallites ranging in diameter from 4 to 8 nm (Figure 2c) , and distinct crystallographic planes could be resolved in the electron diffraction pattern of crystallites located at cluster edges (Figure  2c inset) . Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was used to characterize MPL-Pt (Figure 2 and Figure S3 , SI), and we measured an electroactive surface area to geometric surface area ratio of ∼36.
The emerging field of synthetic catalytic nanomotors and pumps provides an exciting testbed to explore nanomaterials with life-like energy conversion strategies. [5] [6] [7] 40 To achieve the work necessary to directionally power such devices generally requires asymmetric placement of the catalyst in relation to the surrounding environment in order to generate net directional motion and flow.
14−17,41 MPL enables arbitrary 3D structures to be readily designed and fabricated allowing functional/ asymmetric geometries to be rapidly prototyped. We explored Pt-catalyzed decomposition of H 2 O 2 to generate directed fluid and particulate flow within 3D microchambers and channels. In Figure 3a , a Pt pad was patterned onto glass and then encased within a photocross-linked protein chamber containing a selfcrossing spiral outlet. Addition of 1% H 2 O 2 resulted in continuous and directed flow of oxygen through the spiral (movie 2, SI), as the peroxide substrate could be replenished at the catalytic site, for the most part, via diffusion across the protein hydrogel chamber walls and ceiling thereby allowing the majority of the spiral channel to maintain constant O 2 pressure. In contrast, directing the oxygen outflow into an asymmetric channel (Figure 3b ) resulted in a peristalsis-like effect on the channel, with the channel fluid periodically compressed and released by the oxygen bubble evolution and resultant negative pressure developed upon outflow. Pumping is illustrated by the directional transport of microspheres at relatively high velocities (up to ca. 60 μm s ) through the channel (Figure 3b and movie 3, SI) . Importantly, this approach offers greater flexibility versus existing techniques 15, 17 in the design of autonomously powered microfluidics.
Finally, we explored Pt patterning within a preformed 3D microenvironment. Unfortunately, formation of metallic pads on protein substrates resulted in deformation of the protein support. However, this challenge was overcome by developing a silica composite 42 which provided sufficient mechanical reinforcement of the structural surfaces defined by the protein template to withstand the subsequent heat generated during metal deposition. We designed a geometry where gas flow is forced downward, underneath the catalyst, to exit into the surrounding fluid (Figure 3c ). Traversing the imaging plane through the structure shows that the gas generated from the top chamber is directed underneath the Pt catalyst (movie 4, SI), demonstrating high-resolution integration of a metallic component that is otherwise unachievable without 3D lithographic control.
We have demonstrated that MPL of Pt and Pd facilitates the design of dynamic microsystems based on harnessing localized catalysis within 3D microenvironments to generate directed fluid and gas flow. These autonomous pumps and fluidics may be useful for flow generation, fluid mixing, propulsion, collection, and transport. Additionally MPL-Pt and -Pd materials display excellent electronic and catalytic functionality; further enhancement is expected by exploring alloyed systems and controlling resolution and particle morphology using structure-directing agents 1, 32, 43, 44 or electroplating techniques. 45 Fabrication of Pt and Pd structures with free-form, 3D architectures is currently being investigated through judicial variation of the chemical and environmental parameters in an effort to overcome the low structural fidelity incurred via laser heating. 18, 19, 32 The ability to prototype arbitrary 3D microscale electroactive and catalytic surfaces provides a new toolset with which to fabricate dynamic, 3D nano and microscale systems. U.S. DOE, BES user facility. L.D.Z. thanks the DOD-NDSEG, the NSF-GRF, and the NINE program at Sandia for support. Sandia National Laboratories is a multiprogram laboratory managed and operated by Sandia Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corporation, for the U.S. DOE National Nuclear Security Administration under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.
